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This paper considers the finite-element approximation of the elliptic interface
problem: -V(aV«) + c u = / i n f l c R " ( n = 2 or 3), with u = 0 on 9Q, where a is
discontinuous across a smooth surface Fin the interior of Q. First we show that,
if the mesh is isoparametrically fitted to F using simplicial elements of degree
k-\, with k s» 2, then the standard Galerkin method achieves the optimal rate of
convergence in the H1 and L2 norms over the approximations 0? of Qit where
fl"Q,uruQ2. Second, since it may be computationally inconvenient to fit the
mesh to F, we analyse a fully practical piecewise linear approximation of a
related penalized problem, as introduced by Babuska (1970), based on a mesh
that is independent of F. We show that, by choosing the penalty parameter
appropriately, this approximation converges to u at the optimal rate in the H1

norm over Of, and in the L2 norm over any interior domain Q* satisfying
Q* 6 Q** e Q? for some domain Q**.

1. Introduction

LET Q be a bounded domain in R" (n = 2 or 3) with a Lipschitz boundary 3fl.
Let Qi g Q be a domain in R" with a smooth boundary F. Set Q2= Q- Qx.
Consider the elliptic interface problem of finding ux and u2 such that

A,u,=f, in*} (i = l ,2), (1.1a)

du\ duo
and ox—— =cr2—— on F, ( l i b )

3v dv

where " 2 = 0 o n (>

AfW = -V(o,Vw) + cw, (l-2a)

O\, o~lt c, fu and/2 are sufficiently smooth prescribed functions such that

^M^^(x)^a L >0 (xeQi), a /eC(A), (l-2b)

cM^c(;t)^cLss0 (xeO), ceC(fl), (1.2c)
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and v is the unit normal to F pointing into Q2 and ax ̂  a2 on F. Throughout this
paper, the subscript i is implicitly assumed to mean the integers 1 and 2.

Denning

a,(w, v) = I (otVw • Vu + cwv) dx, l,{v) = I fv dx
Jo, Jo,

leads to the following variational form of (1.1): find u e Hj(£2) such that

i , t / ) = i/,(u) VweHftfl), (1.3)
i-i t-i

where u ^ u f o , .
It follows from (1.2) that there exists a unique solution to (1.3). Clearly, (1.1)

can be considered to be an elliptic equation with discontinuous coefficients. The
purpose of this paper is to consider two finite-element methods for the
approximation of (1.1). The first method is the natural fitted-mesh method based
on approximating Qt by £tf, using isoparametric elements in the neighbourhood
of F, so that the approximation F* of Tis composed of element sides. In Section
2 we show that, if the finite-element space defined over Q has approximation
power hk in the L2 norm, and if dist (F, I*) =s Chk, then one obtains optimal rates
of convergence for the error in the H1 and L2 norms over flf.

Since it may be computationally inconvenient to fit the mesh to F, we wish to
consider a finite-element approximation based on a mesh that is independent of
F. Unfortunately, the standard Galerkin method performs poorly in this case,
achieving the rate O(hl) in the H1 norm for all k 5= 2. An alternative approach is
to approximate the penalized problem, as introduced by Babuska (1970), of
finding uUe and u2,e such that

Aul,e=fi onfl, (i = l ,2), (1.4a)

o^=o2^=e-\u2.e-uht) onf, (1.4b)

u2 , e=0 on dQ, (1.4c)

where e, a small positive constant, is the penalty parameter. In Section 3 we show
that uic-*Ui as e—*0. The important problem is how to choose e with respect to
h and k so that the Galerkin finite-element approximation «*e of (1.4) converges
at the optimal rate as /i-+0.

Babuska (1970) analysed the Galerkin approximation of (1.4) in the absence of
variational crimes; that is, it was assumed that integrals over Q, and F could be
performed exactly. Setting e = hk, with A > 0, he showed that

(i k-«j.iu
where /x = min {k - 1, k-\-\k, £A}. Therefore, for all choices of k (k»2),
there is no choice of A leading to the optimal rate of convergence; the best choice
of A is k — \, leading to \i = \(k - {•).

King (1975) improved on the rate of convergence by solving a sequence of
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problems and then extrapolating. He set e = 2~]yh, successively for ; =
0, 1, 2,..., and defined vi2-th = tt*2-v» where h and y are fixed. Using
Richardson's extrapolation with respect to /, obtaining

King showed that, for k > 3,

Once again, this analysis was for the unpractical standard Galerkin method in the
absence of variational crimes.

Under the assumption that u e Hk+2(Q), using the techniques of § 2 of Barrett
& Elliott (1986), one can improve on the error bounds of Babuska (1970).
However, since the penalty method only achieves optimality for piecewise linears,
we do not include this analysis here.

In Section 3 we analyse a fully practical piecewise linear Galerkin approxima-
tion of (1.4) involving perturbation of the domains (i.e. r->f*, fi,->fi?) and
numerical integration. We show that the choice e = h2 leads to an approximation
that converges at the optimal rate in the H1 norm. Although we are only able to
show that the error is O(hl) in L2 over flf, we show that it is optimal over any
interior domain Q* <2 flf* <2 fl? for h sufficiently small.

The following notation will be used. Given m e N and a bounded domain G in

or,
W"-"(G) = {w e V(G): D"w e I / (G) V |i}|« m)

and Hm(G) = Wm>2(G) denote, for 1 =sp =s oo, the standard Sobolev spaces, where
we use the multi-index notation for derivatives. We use the following norms and
seminorms on functions w defined by

. = l|w||m,2,G for m e N and 1 =£p < °°, with the standard modification
for p = °o. For 9G a C" 1 surface, we define W"'p(dG) and ||w||mFPjac. in the
standard way; see e.g. Kufner, John, & Fucik (1977: pp. 305, 327). If dG is only
piecewise C"1 , that is, dG = U ^ d,G, where 9tG is C" 1 (i = 1 , . . . , M), then
we define

\M\m,P,ac=(fJ Mrm.p.aS". (1-5)

We define H£(G) = { » e H ' ( G ) : w = 0 on dG} and adopt the notation

Ml//-(o):
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where HJ = w \Ol. Throughout, C denotes a positive constant, independent of h
and the penalty parameter, whose value may change in different relations. The
measure of a domain G is denoted by m(G).

We require the trace inequalities: for dG of class C01, we have

IID'H-Ho.ac'SCIMInH.x.c V H > 6 H " " + 1 ( G ) , (1.6a)

and, for dG of class C0'1 and piecewise C1"1, this implies that, for m e N ,

\Mm.aG*C\\w\\m+1.c Vweir+1(G), (1.6b)

Ill^l «C|M|2 ,G V*eH2(G). (1.6c)

In addition, we require the trace inequality:

where S is independent of C. In (1.6), v is the outward pointing unit normal to
dG, and C is a constant independent of >v; see Kufner, John, & Fucik (1977).
Finally, we require the Poincare"-Friedrichs' inequality: for all w e Hj(G), the
bound

. \\w\\o.G*Cm{G)l\w\UG (1-7)

holds, where C is a constant independent of G and w; see Ladyzhenskaya &
Ural'tseva (1968: p. 46).

2. Isoparametric fitting of F

To avoid unnecessary extra complications in the analysis, we shall assume that
Q is convex polyhedral throughout this section. We remark that all the results
derived in this section are valid for smooth dQ, provided it is isoparametrically
fitted.

Let 3* = &\ \J3\ be a partitioning of Q into disjoint open elements x, each of
maximum diameter bounded above by h, so that Q = Utey* * and ^ ? = Ur«s? *;
for i = 1 or 2, the domain fl? approximates S2t and T* = 3i2? approximates T.
Each element has at most one face on f* and only faces on I* are allowed to be
curved. Associated with J* is a finite-dimensional subspace Sh of C(fl),
depending upon an integer k 5* 2, such that * fT e H 2 (T) V ^ e Sh and V i e ? * .
For convenience, we assume that 5* is generated by a nodal Lagrangian basis on
simplicial isoparametric elements. Let fT denote the interpolation operator
ft1 : C(Q)-+Sh. We assume the following approximation property.
(Al) For integers k' and m satisfying k' 3= m > 0 and k^k'^2, the bound

T^Chk'-m\\W\\k.,T (2.1)

holds for each w e H*'(r) and T e &h.
The boundary T*1 is constructed with the following properties. Set 9B* to be

those elements T with a curved face on I*. For each element r e 98*, there exists
a local co-ordinate system (Xx, Yz) such that XxeAI and YzeU., where AT is
either an interval (n = 2) or a triangle (n = 3) whose vertices are those vertices of
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x lying on I*. The curved face / ^ is defined by the surface {Yx = xpx(Xx),
Xx e Ax), where ipx vanishes at the vertices lying on r j . The surface Tis locally
described by Yx = rpx(Xx), where xpx agrees with tpx at all nodes lying on Fj. We
denote this section of F by Fx. We make the following assumption on the
boundary approximation:

(A2) ' H V r - ^ l k - A ^ C A * . (2.2)

The assumptions (Al) and (A2) can be satisfied by a (k - l)-regular family of
simplicial Lagrangian isoparametric elements as introduced by Ciarlet & Raviart
(1972). We make the following regularity assumptions on the data:
(Rl) /, e H*(f2(), where /, = / \Ol.
(R2) The function o, is the restriction to Q( of ait where a, e C{Qi), aM 5=
dt{x) > a L > 0, and ft? c Q, for all h < h0, with dQt smooth.
(R3) The functions at and c and the surface F are sufficiently smooth, and

In order to define the isoparametric finite element approximation to (1.3), it is
convenient to use the notation

Atw = -V • (a,Vw) + cw (i = l,2), (2.3)

l-^,v) , (2.4)

where vj1 is the outward pointing unit normal to 3flf, and

#0>) = Hi, vU, (2.5)
where / ^ ^ u ^ and «, = £"/; here Ej is an extension operator Et :H

J(i2,)—*
HJ(£?,) such that, for all integers s 2= 1,

on£2A V M , e H , ( f l ) (2.6a)
\w\\3iJ (2.6b)

Clearly,
fl^Aiut = Aui=f onfl,, (2.7a)

ll/ilU.4 - l l M l k * < C ||fi,|U+2,^ ^ C 11^11^2,^. (2.7b)

Remark 2.1. Since i2f c fl, V h < h0, it follows from the proof of the trace
theorem in Necas (1967: p. 15) and Lemma 2.1 in Barrett & Elliott (1985) that
the constants C in (1.6) are independent of h when G replaced by £2?. D

Let uh e So = S* n Ho(ft) be the finite-element approximation to u defined by

ifi?(«*,*) = i#Gr) VZe5S. (2.8)
1=1 /-i

We wish to prove the following error bounds.

THEOREM 2.1 Let the assumptions (Al), (A2), (Rl), (R2), and (R3) hold. It
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follows that

£ (114 - u*||5.*+h2 p , - «*||?.̂ )1 *s chk wawff^a)

where Ut« ^i^.

Remark 2.2. Note that uh depends on the extensions o, and //. In practical
computations, numerical quadrature rules depending only on evaluation of
integrands on Qt are used. For simplicity, we do not analyse the effect of
numerical integration here, but remark that the error bounds of Theorem 2.1
remain true when standard isoparametric numerical integration is used; see
Nedoma (1979) and Barrett & Elliott (1985). In addition, the analysis of Nedoma
(1979) can be easily incorporated to show that the result remains true if 9Q is
smooth and is isoparametrically approximated. D

The following perturbation lemmas are crucial for the determination of the
error bounds.

LEMMA 2.1 Ut (A2), (Rl), (R2), and (R3) hold. It follows that

(2.9a)i _ . j l l < r | l
1 'dv* a23v*|lo./^lCfc*-1|MI#i«<o>, (2.9b)

where u, = EfU, and v* is the unit normal to T* pointing into Q^-

Proof, (i) First note that

where / = (1 + |Vv|2)~J, /* = (1 + |Vv"|2)"J, and cLY = J ds = /* dsh.
For notational convenience, the subscript x has been suppressed in the above.

It follows from the construction of I* that (see Barrett & Elliott, 1985)

\\J-Jh\W-.A,*Chk, | | v -v* | | 0 , . . 4 ^C/ .*- 1 (2.10a,b)

where the constants C depend on derivatives of rp, which are independent of h.
Adopting the notation

fii(/*) B *i(X, V*(J0), «/(r) - u,(X,

etc., we have, for each element face f j ( t e 98*), that

I diii du2 II2

O O \ \

= f v" - a2(r*)Vu2(/Vl) • v*]2(

i f [a,(r*)Vu,(

where the interface condition ox{F)Vux • v — o2(r)Vu2 • v = 0 has been used. It
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follows that

f

2 f r / /••*(•*) g \2 -i JV-

« 4 2 ( —iaiVal)-Y
hdY) +[a/(r)V«((r)-(v

A-v)]2 U f (2.11)

2 r C rv*W/ a

*4 2 IK/VCv-v^llo.-^ I—(^

Applying (A2) and the bound (2.10b), summing over all x e 98*, and applying the
trace inequality (1.6a), we obtain

lo.r* i~

The desired result (2.9a) then follows from (2.6b).
Returning to (2.11), we have that this can be bounded by

2

C 2 m(^t)(||V - I^llo.-.a, INIi.-.o,+ llv - v*||o,«.^ Il«dl2.-,i*)-

Applying (A2) and the bound (2.10b), summing over all T e 98*, and noting that
E t,9»m(A I) = O(l), the desired result (2.9b) then follows from Sobolev's
embedding theorem and (2.6b). •

LEMMA 2.2 Let (A2) hold.
(i) It follows, for all we H\d,), that

'C(A*Hi.flM* + *i*ll'»'llo.f)» (2.12a)
\hk \w\hOlSaf + hik |M|0,r). (2.12b)

(ii) If we H2(fl,) and w = 0 on T, then

IM|0.j*«Cfc*|M|2ioJ. (2.13)

Proof, (i) The proof of (2.12a) is given in Lemma 3.2 of Barrett and Elliott
(1987). The proof of (2.12b) follows in a similar manner.

(ii) The proof of (2.13) is given in Lemma 3.4 of Barrett and Elliott
(1986). •

H1 error bound

Since
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and the assumptions (Al) and (R3) hold, it is sufficient to bound the H1 norm of % =
rtu -uhe So, where

(rfa^^rfa, 0 = 1,2).
Clearly,

E 5?0f. X) = 2 [«?("/" n*fi/> *) + #(*) - ti(*i, *)]>

and, using the Poincarf-Friedrichs inequality (1.7), we obtain

^ Z^ Mil,Of ** *- ZJ ai\X> X)
/-I i-1
2

c 2 11̂ -̂ 11,̂ 11x111,̂  +
/ - I

[%(x) - &?{*, x)] • (2-14)

It follows from (2.4) and (2.7a) that

2 [ ^ ) - a1{uh X)] = jjli, 0 - a2 ̂ )X ds\ (2.15)
( - 1

The H1 error bound is now a direct consequence of (2.14), (2.15), (Al), (2.9b),
and the trace inequality (1.6b).

L2 error bound

U t ' « ! - « * in £2?,
u2-u

h in £2$.
and note that ._ .

ll^llo.o= sup ^ i e . (2.16a)

For any rj e L2(fl), we take z = {z,}2_! to be the unique solution of (1.1) with
/ = T], so that

Nk**C| |» j | |o , f l , (2.16b)

and we define f, = ^z(. It follows that
2 2

= 2 *?(«.

, z, - n*z() + i [«?(«,, /7*z,.) - #?

2 5

i-i /=i
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We now proceed to bound each of the Ij in turn and show that, for each j ,

flll«ll«*«(fl). (2-18)
Using the interpolation bound (2.1), the known regularity of zit (2.16b), and

the properties of E), we have that

141« C 2 \\ut - u"\\hOf ||f, - Ifzth.ot

which, together with the H1 error bound, yields (2.18). Using (1.4), we find that

t \SHifi Z\SHifi,, Zt) - fl,(H,, Z,)\

2-^ (zt - Itz, + rfz2 - z2) ds

2 I ( V f ' + c"- f ') d* - I (a,V«, • Vz, + cu,z,) dx

+ 2 If Ad*-f Adt =2 5y.

From (2.9b), the trace inequality (see (1.6b)), the interpolation error bound,
(2.6b), and (2.16b), it follows that

Noting that nhzl = ITZ2 on r* and z, - z2 = 0 on r, we have from (2.13), (2.16b),
(2.6b), and (1.6c) that

Setting H> in (2.12a, b) to be, in turn, ut, ut, zh zt, and their first derivatives, and
then applying the trace inequality (1.6a), (2.6b), and (2.16b), yields

Setting w = z, and w = zt in (2.12a, b), and using (1.6b), (2.6b), (2.16b), (2.2),
(2.7b), and Sobolev's embedding theorem, yields

\SA\ * i [

1 - 1
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Collecting these bounds for the Sj, we obtain (2.18) for I2.
Since at dzjdv = o2 9z2/dv on F, we have, from (2.9a), that

Applying (2.16b), (1.6a), and the H1 error bound yields (2.18).
Since ux - U2 = 0 on T, it follows from (2.13) and (1.6c) that

and again (2.18) holds.
Finally, we have from (2.12a) and (1.6b) that

|/5|*2,

- l

and the H1 error bound yields (2.18).
The L2 error bound is an immediate consequence of (2.16a), (2.17), and (2.18).

3. A finite-elefneit penalty metbod

"In order to avoid unnecessary extra complications in the analysis, we shall
assume, throughout this section, that Q is convex and has a smooth boundary.
The smoothness of dQ is required in the derivation of negative norm estimates.
The analysis given is for a practical piecewise linear finite-element approximation
of (1.4) based on a mesh fitted to dQ but totally independent of F. We remark
that the results derived are valid with the mesh either isoparametrically fitted to
dQ or independent of dQ; in the latter case, the Dirichlet boundary condition is
imposed weakly using the boundary penalty method (see Barrett & Elliott,
1986).

The variational form of (1.4) is: find u M e H 1 ^ ) and u2>e e HE(O2) = {H> G
H 1 ^ ) : w = 0 on dQ} such that

2 1 2

2 ai(ut,t, v,) + - <U1F, - u2,e, t>i - v2)r = 2 '/("<) (3-1)
/ - 1 £ ( - 1

for all vt e H\Qt) and v2 e H^(Q2). We now prove that u/>£-> lit as e-*0.

THEOREM 3.1 The solutions of (1.3) and (3.1) satisfy

(3.2)
/ - 1

Proof. Observe that

t « , K «i) - (a t | f , « i ) r + ( 0 2 ^ , v 2 ) = t «(W|) (3.3)
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for all UjeH^Qi) and t/2eH^(fl2). Taking v, = u,-Ui_t in (3.1) and (3.3), we
find that, upon subtraction,

2
2 a,(u, - ul>e, ut - u,_e) + e'1 \\(ui - uhe) - (u2 - u2,c)\\l,r

= (a, ~ , («i - «i.«) - («2 ~ «2..)) , (3-4)

where we have used (1.1b). It follows from (3.4) and the trace inequality (1.6c)
that

ll(«i - «i.«) - ("2 " «2,.)llo.r* Ce\\uUHay (3.5)
Set

ee = ef = Ui -uiiC in £2( (i = 1, 2). (3.6)

We wish to bound
^ S . (3.7)

Wo.Q

2 (For each rj in L2(fl), let z be the unique solution of (1.1) with / replaced by T/. It
follows from (R3) and elliptic regularity that

\\z\\ma>*C\\i\\o.a- (3-8)

Observe from (3.1) and (3.3) that, if ua = v2 on F, then E?-i fl/(c'» v,) = 0 and, in
particular,

o = i «,(ef, zo = i

It follows from (1.6c) that

(17, e') « C ||

and so (3.2) is obtained by noting (3.8) and (3.5). •

Consider the finite-element approximation of (3.1). The domain £2 is ap-
proximated by a convex polyhedron O* c Q. Let 3* be a partitioning of £?* into
disjoint open simplices x, each of maximum diameter bounded above by h, so
that Qh = U t ey* f. This partitioning is independent of F. Each element has at
most one face on dO* and the vertices of this face lie on dQ. For 9Q sufficiently
smooth it follows that dist (dQ, 3Q*) «s Ch2. We approximate F by choosing F*
to be the piecewise Unear interpolation of F that is Unear in each element
x e 38 = {T e 3* : meas (f n F) ¥= 0 in R""1}, the interpolation points being where
F crosses either the element sides (n = 2) or the element edges (n = 3). It follows
that Qh = flf U fl$ where afij = F* and afl$ = r* U 3 Q \ Further, there exist
local coordinate systems (XX,YX) such that XxeAz, YzeR, ^ is either an
interval (n = 2) or a triangle (n = 3), and T* and T are as described by
yt = V?(ATT) and Yz = ipr(XT). It follows, by the construction of F* and the
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smoothness of t/>T) that
IIVT-VX..4,*Cft2. (3.9)

Defining
3 ? = { r e y * : T n f l ? * 0 } , (3.10a)

we have that
«?<=£?= U t. (3.10b)

It is convenient to introduce smooth domains &, such that

£2, c £ , and Dfc f l , V/t</i0.

Once again, the constants C are independent of /i for the trace inequalities (1.6)
with G = flf.

Associated with each 3? is the space Sj1 <= C(D?) whose functions are linear on
each element r e 3''}. Denoting by A7?: C(Z)?)-»S? the interpolation operator
that interpolates values at the vertices of elements we have that, for m = 0 and
m = 1, and for each r e 3^ and pe[2, <»],

Our finite-element penalty method for approximating the solution of (1.1) is:
find u\tt e S\ and u\it e 5^(0) = {xeS$: x = 0 on dO*} such that

« S ) i ?̂0) (3-12)

for all Xi e Si and Xi e 52(0). Here,

a?(», •) =• (a,V», V»)f + (c», •)?, ^ ? ( * ) = (fi> *)?>
where (•, •)? approximates (•, •)af. In particular, we use a quadrature rule for
linear finite elements on unfitted meshes, which is denned in Barrett & Elliott
(1985). This rule only uses evaluations of the data {ot,fh c) on Qh and, in the
analysis that follows, it is convenient to take Ji^Afit as in (2.3) and (2.7).
Further, for all x e S?> w e n a v e

*Ch(h\\w\\2.af+\\w-wH\\uaf)\\x\\i.at Vtv*e5? VH-etf(A), (3.13a)

i.at- (3.13b, c)

LEMMA 3.1 For aU^eHa(fl?) and v^eH^(fl5)-{weH^flj) :w = 0on
we have the generalized Friedrichs' inequality:

E INIIcu**c(i N2
ff l f+|K-M4||§A (3.14)

where C is independent of wt and h.
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Proof. From the proof of Friedrichs' inequality given in Rektorys (1977: Chs 18
& 30), we have that there exists a constant C, independent of u", and h, such that

) V w, e H 1 ^ ) .

From the trace theorem (1.6b), it follows that

IMIo . r^ IK - WiWo.r- + Holler*« IK - Wi\\0,r- + C

Therefore, the result (3.14) follows if

with C independent of h and H^. This result follows by introducing d\ •= Q\Q\,
and by extending vvz from i2$ to Ci\ by setting H^ to be zero on Ci^sQ^- Then,
from Rektorys (1977), it follows that

where C depends only on 9Q and the area of d^, and is hence independent of
h. •

LEMMA 3.2 The following error bound holds:

e-1 ||(u1 - «?..) - («2 - ut)llo./- + 2 11"/ - M?«||?.fli
t-\

+ e - ^ + eJHMll^fl), (3.15)

Proo/. Qearly the inequality

- u?.,) - (u2 - ut)l|g,
2

w

- (u2 - n5"2)llS.i- + i II", -
( = 1

/ - I
(3.16)

holds, where %i = «/!«~ "?"/• Since, for all u; e H^fi?), we have

N?.O»«CB?(Hi,M4) (3.17)

and the Friedrichs' inequality (3.14), it follows that

f 2 a?0f*. *))• (3-18)
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We note that

\u, - n?fi,||o./* « c \\a, - nfa,\\o...r- *c\\a, . .
« Ch2 Mwi * Ch2 ||fi,||4>D* ,^, (3.19)

where we have used (3.11), (3.10b), and (2.6). Observe that, using (3.12),

2

e'1 ||Xi - XiWli* + 2 «*(*/» */) = e '

+ £ sf (fi, - n?s,, x.) £

?(n?fi,, ^() - f l f (n f« l f Z/>] + £ [/fix,) - Hix,)]. (3.20)
/ - I

We now proceed to bound the right-hand side of (3.20).
First note that

and using (3.18), the construction of f, (3.9), and (2.13) we obtain

linju, - /T5"2||o.r* < Ch2 WuWs^ay

Second, note that, using the definition of/, (2.7), and (2.4),

du2

1
It follows from the trace inequalities (1.6) and (2.9) that

2

Ch IH

(3.21)

du, du-i\

i"l

- Z2II0.1* (3-22)

Finally, note that the numerical integration error bounds (3.13a, c), together with
the interpolation error bound and (2.7b), imply that

2

2 [\ti(n?"i, xi) - aftnta, xi)\ + ItfCcO - *?
i-i

2ll*lli.o»-
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From (3.13b), (3.14), (3.18), (3.20), (3.21), (3.22), and (3.23), it follows that

e-1 ll*i" *2||S.J* + t Hall?.**« C{h2 + e~lh4 + e) \\u\\2^o). (3.24)
i-1

The error bound (3.15) is now a consequence of (3.16), (3.11), (3.19), and
(3.24). D

We see from (3.15) that the optimal rate of convergence in the H1 norm is
achieved for e = O(h2).

THEOREM 3.2 Let the assumptions (Rl), (R2), and (R3) hold, and let e = Oih2).
Then the solutions u, and «*„ of (1.1) and (3.12) satisfy

||(fi, - fia) - («}.. - uS.,)||a/* « Ch2 \\u\\^Q), (3.25a)

2 11"/ - uU\i.a) * CA IMI/^o,, (3.25b)
i

(3.25c)

2

2 \Wi~u^.a\\-2,o)^Ch2 \\u\\frnQ), (3.25d)

where u\ = EiU,.

Proof. The results (3.25a) and (3.25b) are a direct consequence of (3.15). To
prove (3.25c, d), we introduce the standard auxiliary problem.

Set

and note that, for r 3= 0, we have

|MI_, f l= sup ^ S . (3.26b)
w\a) ||ij||

Let z be the solution to (1.1) with / replaced by T/. It follows from (R3) and
elliptic regularity, since dQ is smooth, that

From the definition of z and using (2.4) we obtain, with 2, = EiZh that
2 _2_

(e, T))o = 2

U2~
 U2.>

t-l
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Rewriting this, using (3.12):

(e, n)a= £ «?(«, 5 " ^ ) + £ [fi?(fi,, H?£,) - *?

£ (e, V -
( - 1

£
^/- (3-28)

We proceed to estimate the Et in turn. It is an immediate consequence of
(3.25b) and (3.11) that

| £ i l « C / . 2 | M | ^ o ) | | z | | ^ o ) . (3.29)

The term E2 arises in the analysis of L2 error in Section 2 as I2 of (2.17), and
we can bound it in a similar way. We obtain

\I^2\ == 2u V^ivMt ''iZi — Zj) — t i\l lfZ{ — Zi)\
1-1

2

fe) " ^ / ) l - (3-30)

The second and third terms can be bounded by Chk
 \\Z\\&HQ) \\u\\H*(a) using the

same analysis as that for I2. The first term is bounded by

ao*

du-> . (3.31)

(3.32a)

(3.32b)

Noting (1.6c) and (2.9b), we obtain, through combining (3.30), (3.31), and
(3.32),

(3.33a)
(3.33b)

The trace inequality (1.6d) with <5 =/i and (3.11) imply that

115 - nfzjlo.so, ^ CAi llf,!!^,,*« Chi p , | k f l i ;

whereas the analysis of (3.19) implies that

\E2\
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Turning to E3, we have that

\E3\ « e-'tlKfii - «?,.) - (u2 - ut)llo./- + ||ui - &2W0.1+]

x (||f! - £2||o,r* + 2 11̂

Therefore (2.13), (3.25a), and (3.33) yield

(3.34a)
1 ""ictfllull^Hzll (3.34b)

Since u$,« = 0 on dQf1 and dist(dfl, 3&)^Ch2, the bounds (2.13) and (1.6c)
imply that

tf (3.35)

The term £ 5 is bounded as I5 in (2.17). The terms E6 and £7 are due to
numerical integration, and are bounded using (3.13a, c), We bound Ea by using
(2.9a), (1.6b), and (3.25b); and Eg is bounded using (1.6c) and (3.25a).

Therefore, we obtain

<Ch*\\u | | / ^ o ) | | z | | ^o ) (r = 0), (3.36a)
^ ^ I (r = 2). (3.36b)

The results (3.25c) and (3.25d) are an immediate consequence of (3.26), (3.27),
and (3.36). •

Although we have only been able to prove that the approximation (3.12) with
£ = h2 converges at the rate O(h$) globally in L2, we can show that it converges at
the optimal rate in L2 over any interior domain Q* satisfying Qf e Qf* d fl?, for
some domain Q**, using the techniques of Nitsche & Schatz (1974) for obtaining
interior error estimates.

THEOREM 3.3 Let the assumptions (Rl), (R2), and (R3) hold, and let e = O(h2).
Then, for h sufficiently small, the solutions u, and uh

ic of (1.1) and (3.12) satisfy:

(i = l ,2), (3.37)

where Qf m fl,** (S i # and Qf c £2,.

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proofs of Lemma 3.5 and
Theorem 3.3 in Barrett & Elliott (1986). •
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